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Abstract-This paper considers the numerical solution of optimal control problems involving a
functional I subject to differential constraints, a state inequality constraint, and terminal constraints.
The problem is to find the state X(/), the control U(/), and the parameter 1t so that the functional is
minimized, while the constraints are satisfied to a predetermined accuracy.
The approach taken is a sequence of two-phase processes or cycles,each composed of a gradient
phase and a restoration phase. The gradient phase involves a single iteration and is designed to
decrease the functional, while the constraints are satisfied to first order. The restoration phase
involves one or several iterations and is designed to restore the constraints to a predetermined
accuracy, while the norm of the variations of the control and the parameter is minimized. The
principal property of the algorithm is that it produces a sequence of feasible suboptimal solutions:
the functions x(/), u(/), 1t obtained at the end of each cycle satisfy the constraints to a predetermined
accuracy. Therefore, the functionals of any two elements of the sequence are comparable.
The technique employed is of the hybrid type, in an attempt to combine some of the best features
of both the indirect and direct approaches. While a predetermined number and sequence of subarcs
are assumed (a feature of direct methods), enforcement of the state inequality constraint is obtained
through a Valentine-type representation (a feature of indirect methods).
By properly choosing the analytical form of certain non-differential constraints to be satisfied
by the augmented control along each subarc composing the extremal arc (these nondifferential
constraints are arrived at through the Valentine-type transformation), one ensures satisfaction
of the state inequality constraint everywhere. Specifically, strict inequality is enforced for the
subarcs internal to the state boundary and strict equality is enforced for the subarcs lying on the
state boundary.
To facilitate the numerical solution on digital computers, the actual time () is replaced by the
normalized time I, defined in such a way that each subarc composing the extremal arc has a normal-
ized time length lil = I. In this way, variable-time corner conditions and variable-time terminal
conditions are transformed into fixed-time corner conditions and fixed-time terminal conditions.
The actual times (}I' (}2, t at which (i) the state boundary is entered, (ii) the state boundary is exited,
and (iii) the terminal manifold is reached are regarded to be components of the parameter 1t being
optimized.
The numerical examples illustrating the theory demonstrate the feasibility as well as the rapidity
of convergence of the technique developed in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past 10 years, much effort has been spent in the study of optimal control problems
involving state inequality constraints. The approaches employed are of two types: (i) the
indirect approach[3-5], in which no predetermined number and sequence of subarcs are
assumed, and (ii) the direct approach[6-13], in which a predetermined number and se-
quence of subarcs are assumed. These approaches are now reviewed.
Indirect approach. In the indirect approach, the extremal arc is viewed as a single subarc,
even though a portion of it may lie extremely close to the state boundary. Along this single
subarc, the control and the multiplier are regarded to be continuous functions of time.
This simplistic view of problems with state inequality constraints can be achieved through
either penalty function techniques or transformation techniques. The latter involve a
Valentine-type representation for the state inequality constraint[3]. If k is the order of the
state inequality constraint, the dimension of the state vector is increased by k, and the k
additional state variables are defined in such a way that the state inequality constraint is
satisfied automatically at each point of the trajectory. Concerning the control, one has the
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option of either leaving its dimension unchanged through a substitution technique[4J or
increasing its dimension. In the latter case, one has to account for a nondifferential constraint
to be satisfied by the augmented control everywhere along the trajectory[5].
The advantage of the indirect approach lies in the simplicity of formulation and pro-
gramming. The disadvantage is that numerical difficulties might arise in the regions of the
extremal arc where the control and the multiplier change rapidly, namely, the regions
containing the points of entrance to the state boundary and exit from the state boundary.
Occasionally, these numerical difficulties result in slow convergence.
Direct approach. In the direct approach, the extremal arc is viewed as being composed of
several subarcs, some internal to the state boundary and some lying on the state boundary.
At the points of junction of different subarcs, discontinuities in the control and the multi-
plier are allowed.
This more realistic view of problems with state inequality constraints can be achieved
through a variety of techniques[6-13J, all of them requiring satisfaction of the state in-
equality constraint with strict inequality over some of the subarcs and with strict equality
over the remaining subarcs. For the subarcs on the state boundary, the resulting equality
constraint is differentiated as many times as needed (k times) until the control appears
explicitly. Then, the state equality constraint and its first k - 1 derivatives are employed as
entrance conditions to the state boundary, while the kth derivative is used as a control
equality constraint to be satisfied everywhere on the state boundary.
The advantage of the direct approach lies in the rather precise determination ofthe points
of entrance to and exit from the state boundary as well as in better convergence character-
istics. The disadvantage lies in a more complex formulation and in the fact that special care
must be taken in order to ensure the satisfaction of the state inequality constraint for the
subarcs internal to the state boundary. As an example, the algorithm developed in Ref.[12J
requires (i) use of the anchoring properties established in Ref.[13J, (ii) careful selection
of the nominal functions, and (iii) precautionary measures in the search for the scaling
factors characterizing the gradient phase and the restoration phase.
Hybrid approach. This paper presents a hybrid technique, in an attempt to combine some
of the best features of the direct approach and the indirect approach. As in Ref.[12J, a
predetermined number and sequence of subarcs is assumed. As in Ref.[5J, enforcement of
the state inequality constraint is obtained through a Valentine-type representation.
Concerning the state vector, we increase its dimensions by k, where k is the order of the
state inequality constraint. Concerning the control vector, we increase its dimension by
one; consequently, we account for a non-differential constraint to be satisfied by the
augmented control along each subarc composing the extremal arc. By properly choosing
the analytical form of the non-differential constraint, we ensure satisfaction of the state
inequality constraint everywhere, with strict inequality for the subarcs internal to the state
boundary and with strict equality for the subarcs lying on the state boundary.
With this hybrid technique, we hope to achieve the following advantages: (i) a rather
precise knowledge of the points of entrance to and exit from the state boundary; (ii) im-
proved convergence characteristics; and (iii) automatically guaranteed satisfaction of the
state inequality constraint for the subarcs internal to the state boundary.
Characteristics of the algorithm. The present algorithm belongs to the class of sequential
gradient-restoration algorithms, defined by Miele et al.[14]. The approach taken includes
a sequence of two-phase processes or cycles, each composed of a gradient phase and a
restoration phase. The gradient phase involves a single iteration and is designed to decrease
the functional, while the constraints are satisfied to first order. The restoration phase
involves one or several iterations and is designed to restore the constraints to a predeter-
mined accuracy, while the norm of the variations of the control and the parameter is
minimized. The principal property of the algorithm is that it produces a sequence of
feasible suboptimal solutions: the functions x(t), u(t), n obtained at the end of each cycle
satisfy the constraints to a predetermined accuracy. Therefore, the functionals of any two
elements of the sequence are comparable.
In addition to the previous property, the algorithm developed here incorporates three
important features: (a) a clear-cut criterion for choosing the gradient stepsize, (b) a guaran-
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teed satisfaction of the state inequality constraint at the end of each restoration phase and
along all of the subarcs composing the trajectory, and (c)a clear-cut criterion for determining
the points where the state boundary is entered, the state boundary is exited, and the terminal
manifold is reached. In particular, feature (c) is achieved by replacing the actual time
ewith the normalized time t, defined in such a way that each subarc composing the extremal
arc has a normalized time length Llt = 1. In this way, variable-time corner conditions and
variable-time terminal conditions are transformed into fixed-time corner conditions and
fixed-time terminal conditions. The actual times at which (i) the state boundary is entered,
(ii) the state boundary is exited, and (iii)the terminal manifold is reached are regarded to be
components of the parameter n being optimized.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The problem is to minimize the functional
I = J: !(y, v,e)de + [g(y,O)J"
subject to the vector differential constraint*
(1)
dy/de = cp(y, v,e),
the vector boundary conditions
(Y)o = given,
and the scalar inequality constraint
L(y, e) ~ 0,
Os es r,
[ljJ(y, e)Jr = 0,
Os es r.
(2)
(3)
(4)
Here, e is the actual running time, r is the actual final time, y(e) is the state vector, and v(e)
is the control vector. The quantities e, x.], g, L are scalar, and the quantities y, v, tp, lj; are
vectors of appropriate dimensions.
3. REPRESENTATION OF THE STATE INEQUALITY
The state inequality constraint (4) can be eliminated from the problem and replaced by
a set of equality constraints through the Valentine-type transformation proposed by
Jacobson[4]. In this connection, we assume the state inequality constraint to be of order k.
This means that the kth time derivative of the function L(y,O) is the first to contain the
control v explicitly. Clearly, k s dim (y).
First, we introduce the auxiliary state vector z(O) and the auxiliary control variable w(O).
We require the k-vector z and the scalar w to satisfy the differential equations
dztlde = Z2'
dz2/dO = Z3,
(5)
dzk_tldO = Zk'
dzk/dO = w.
Next, we discard the state inequality constraint (4) and replace it with the state equality
constraint
*All vectors are column vectors.
L(y, e) - zI = 0, (6)
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(7)
where Z I (8)denotes the first component of the auxiliary state vector . Then, we differentiate
equation (6) k times with respect to 8 and obtain the relations
L 1(y, (J) - Ql( Z) - 2Z1Z2 = 0,
L2(y, (J) - Q2(Z) - 2Z1Z3 = 0,
L 3(y, (J) - Q3(Z) - 2z1Z4 = 0,
L4(y, (J) - Q4(Z) - 2:: 1Z 5 = 0,
and
(8)
(9)
Here, the symbols Lly, 8) denote the successive total derivatives of L(y, (J) and the symbols
Qi(Z) denote some quadratic functions of the auxiliary state vector z, specifically,
Ql(Z) = 0,
Qiz) = 2z~,
Q3(Z) = 6Z2Z3,
Q4(Z) = 6z~ + 8Z2Z4,
We note that (6)and (7)are successive first integrals of (8). Also, (6)and (7), when applied
at the initial point, yield the initial condition for the auxiliary state vector, that is,*
(z)o = given. (10)
Consequently, we conclude that the state inequality constraint (4) can be replaced by the
state equality constraint (6), which in tum can be replaced by the control equality constraint
(8) in combination with the differential equations (5)and the initial condition (10).
4. SINGLE SUBARC APPROACH
In the previous section , we indicated that Ineq . (4) can be replaced by (5), (8) a~d (10).
Therefore, the original problem (1)-(4) can be replaced by the new problem represerited by
(1)-(3), (5), (8) and (10). These equations characterize the single subarc approach to the
solution of problem (1)-(4): the entire trajectory is viewed as a single subarc.
Now, let x denote the augmented state vector and let u denote the augmented control
vector, that is,
Let n denote the scalar parameter
(11 )
n=r if r is free. (12)
Let t denote a normalized time defined in such a way that t = 1 when 8 = r. Therefore,
(J = i t, o s r s i . (13)
With this understanding, and upon redefining the functions f, g, tp, JjJ, S, the problem
represented by (1)-(3), (5), (8) and (10) can be reformulated as follows[5]. Minimize the
functional
I = f f(x, u, n, t)dt + [g(x, n, t)]I'
·We assume that the initial point does not lie on the state boundary.
(14)
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x = q>(x, U, 7r, t),
the scalar non-differential constraint
S(x,U, 7r, t) = 0,
and the boundary conditions
(x)o = given,
°:::; t :::; 1,
°s t s 1,
[!/J(x, 7r, t)]l = 0.
(15)
(16)
(17)
In the above equations, the functions f, g, S are scalar, the function q> is an n-vector, and
the function !/J is a q-vector. The time t is a scalar, the state x is an n-vector, and the control
u is an m-vector. The parameter 7r is absent if! is given and is a scalar if! is free.
5. MULTIPLE SUBARC APPROACH
An alternative to the single subarc approach is the multiple subarc approach to the
solution of problem (lH4). In this approach, a predetermined number and sequence
of subarcs are assumed. Along some of the subarcs, the state inequality constraint (4) is
satisfied with the inequality sign; and along the remaining subarcs, it is satisfied with the
equality sign.
For example, let us assume that the equality sign in (4) is not compatible with (3-1) at the
initial point and is not compatible with (3-2) at the final point. Also, let us postulate that the
extremal arc includes three subarcs, specifically,
L(y, 8) ~ 0,
L(y,8) = 0,
L(y, 8) ~ 0,
0:::; 8 :::; 81 ,
81:::;8:::;82 ,
82 :::; 8 s r,
(18)
where 81 and 82 denote the time of entrance to the state boundary and the time of exit from
the state boundary. For a state constraint of any order, (5), (6)and (18) imply that
w #- 0, °s 8 s 81 ,
w = 0, (19)
w #- 0, 82 :::; 8 :::; r.
Therefore, (5), (8) and (10) must be employed with the provision that w(8) #- °in the first
subarc, w(8) = °in the second subarc, and w(8) #- 0 in the third subarc. In addition, the
following entrance conditions to the state boundary must be considered:
M == (Z)(I, = 0. (20)
Now, let x denote the augmented state vector and u the augmented control vector, that is,
x = [~J u = [:J (21)
Let 7r denote a vector parameter whose components are the unknown running times at the
endpoints of each subarc. Therefore,
(22)
depending on whether! is fixed or free. Also, let t denote a normalized time defined in such
a way that the normalized time interval of each subarc composing the extremal arc is one.
*The dot denotes derivatives with respect to the normalized time r, that is. x = dxldt.
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8 = 81t,
8 = 81 + (82 - 81)(t - 1),
8 = 82 + (r - 82 )(t - 2),
os t :s; 1,
1 :s; t :s; 2,
2 s t s 3.
(23)
(24)
With this understanding, and upon redefining the functions f, g, <p, ljJ, S, the problem
represented by (1H3), (5), (8), (10), (19) and (20) can be reformulated as follows. Minimize
the functional
I = s: f(x, u, n, t) dt + [g(x, n, t)]3'
with respect to the state x(t), the control u(t), and the parameter n which satisfy the differ-
ential constraint
x = <p(x, u, z, t),
the non-differential constraint
S(x,u, n, t) = 0,
and the multipoint conditions
os t :s; 3,
o :s; t :s; 3,
(25)
(26)
(x)o = given, [M(x, n, t)]1 = 0, [ljJ(x, n, t)]3 = O. (27)
In the above equations, the functions f, g, S are scalar, the function <p is an n-vector, the
function M is a k-vector, and the function ljJ is a q-vector. The time t is a scalar, the state x
is an n-vector, and the control u is an m-vector. The parameter n is a vector of dimension
2 if! is given and a vector of dimension 3 if! is free. Note that the analytical form of the
functions f, <p, S changes from one subarc to another. Therefore,
and
and
r
h(x, u, n, t),
f(x, u, z, t) = fII(x, U, n, t),
fIIf(X, U, n, t),
r
<Pf(X, u, n, t),
<p(x, u, n, t) = <PII(X, U, n, t),
<P IIf(X, u, n, t),
os t :s; 1,
1 s t s 2,
2 :s; t :s; 3,
o :s; t s 1,
1 :s; t :s; 2,
2 :s; t :s; 3,
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
[
Sf(X,u, n, t), 0 s t :s; 1,
S(x,u, n, t) = SII(X, U, n, t), 1 :s; t :s; 2,
SIII (x, U, n, t), 2 :s; t :s; 3.
Remark. Analytically speaking, the problem formulated in Ref.[12] can be viewed as a
particular case of the present problem (24H27). This particular case occurs when (i) the
condition Sf = 0 is missing from the first subarc, (ii) the condition SIII = 0 is missing from
the third subarc, and (iii) the function M is assumed to be linear in the arguments x and tt.
6. FIRST ORDER CONDITIONS
From calculus of variations, it is known that the previous problem (24H27) is one of the
Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional*·t
J = s: [f + ).T(X - <p) + pS] dt + (a™)l + (g + !J.TljJh,
*In (31), it is tacitly assumed that the initial condition (27-1) is satisfied.
t The superscript T denotes transposition of matrix.
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subject to (25)-(27). In the above expression, A(t) is a variable Lagrange multiplier (an
n-vector), p(t) is a variable Lagrange multiplier (a scalar), a is a constant Lagrange multi-
plier (a k-vector), and J1 is a constant Lagrange multiplier (a q-vector). Upon integrating by
parts the term ATx, we see that the augmented functional (31) can be written as*
J = f (-2 x + f - JeT CfJ + pS) dt - (ATx)o
- [()'+ - Lfx - aTM]t - [(A+ - L)TxJz + (ATX + g + J1T t/Jh. (32)
If standard techniques of the calculus of variations or optimal control theory are em-
ployed, we see that the solution extremizing (32) must satisfy the following optimality
conditions for the control u(t) and the parameter n[15-20]:
f~ - <fJuA + pSu = 0, 0 :S t :S 3,
f (f~ - CfJn A + pSn)dt + (M na)1 + (gn + t/lnJ1h = O.
(33)
(34)
The multipliers A(t), p(t), a, J1 appearing in (33)-(34) must be consistent with the differential
equation
I. <I, - CfJxA + pSx'
and the multipoint conditions
o:S t :S 3, (35)
(36)
Summarizing, we seek functions x(t), u(t), n and multipliers A(t), p(t), a, J1 which satisfy the
constraints (25)-(27) and the optimality conditions (33)-(36).
7. APPROXIMATE METHODS
In general, the differential system (25)-(27) and (33)-(36) is nonlinear. Consequently,
approximate methods must be used to seek a solution iteratively. In this connection, define
the norm squared of a vector v to be
N(v) = vT v.
Then, the functionals
p = J: N(x - cp) dt +J: N(S) dt + N(M)1 + N(t/lh
and
(37)
(38)
Q = J: N(/. - I, + CfJxA - pSx) dt + J: NUu - CfJuA + pSu)dt
+ N[J: Un - cp"A + pS,,)dt + (M"a)t + (g" + t/l"flhJ
+N(A+ - L - M xa)1 + N(A+ - A-h + N(A + gx + t/JxJ1h (39)
measure the errors in the constraints and the optimality conditions, respectively. For the
exact optimal solution, one must have
P = 0, Q = O. (40)
For an approximation to the optimal solution, one must have
(41)
where 61 and 62 are small, preselected numbers.
"The subscript minus denotes conditions preceding a corner point, and the subscript plus denotes conditions
following a corner point.
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8. INTRODUCTION TO THE SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM
The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm is an iterative technique which includes a
sequence of two-phase processes or cycles, each composed of a gradient phase and a
restoration phase, This technique is designed to achieve a decrease in the functional I
or the augmented functional J at the end of each cycle, while the constraints are satisfied
to a predetermined accuracy.
The gradient phase is started only when Ineq. (41-1) is satisfied and involves a single
iteration. In this gradient iteration, the objective is to reduce the functional I or the aug-
mented functional J, while the constraints are satisfied to first order.
The restoration phase is started only when Ineq. (41-1) is violated and involves one or
several iterations. In each restorative iteration, the objective is to reduce the functional P,
while the constraints are satisfied to first order and the norm of the variations of the control
and the parameter is minimized. The restoration phase is terminated whenever Ineq.
(41-1) is satisfied.
8.1 Notation. For any iteration of the gradient phase or the restoration phase, the fol-
lowing terminology is adopted: x(t), u(t), TC denote the nominal functions; x(t), it(t), it denote
the varied functions; and ~x(t), ~u(t), ~TC denote the perturbations of x(t), u(t), TC about the
nominal values. By definition, the following relations hold:
x(t) = x(t) + ~x(t), it(t) = u(t) + ~u(t), it = TC + ~TC. (42)
Concerning the functionals (24), (31) and (38), the terminology is as follows: I, J, P
denote the values associated with the nominal functions; I, j, Pdenote the values associated
with the varied functions; and Ill, ~J, M denote the total variations of these functionals
caused by the perturbations ~x(t), ~u(t), ~TC. By definition, the following relations hold:
I = I + AI, j = J + ~J, P = P + ~P. (43)
8.2 Special variations. If the variations appearing in (42) are linear in the stepsize a,
where a ~ 0, they take the form
~x(t) = aA(t), ~u(t) = aB(t), ~n = «C, (44)
with the implication that
x(t) = x(t) + aA(t), it(t) = u(t) + aBet), it = TC + aC. (45)
8.3 Desired properties. The functions A(t), B(t), C must be determined so as to produce
some desirable effect at every iteration, namely, the decrease of the functionals I, and/or J,
and/or P. Thus, the following properties are required:
III < 0, and/or ~J < 0, and/or ~P < 0. (46)
(48)
In turn, relations (46) can be enforced at every iteration providing the stepsize ex is suffi-
ciently small and the functions A(t), B(t), C are chosen so that
st < 0, and/or {)J < 0, and/or bP < 0, (47)
where the symbol 15(•• •) denotes the first variation. Inequalities (47-1) and (47-2) characterize
the gradient phase, and Ineq. (47-3) characterizes the restoration phase.
8,4 First variations. After simple manipulations, omitted for the sake of brevity, the first
variations of the funetionals I, J, P take the form*'t
st = s: (f~~x + f~~u + f~~TC)dt + (g~~x + g~~TCh,
{)J = s: (-A + I, - qJ). + pSxf~x dt + f tJ, - qJ).. + pSJT~u dt
+[{ (f" - qJ"A + pS,,)dt + (M"o\ + (g" + ljJ",uhT~TC
·Implicit in (48H50) is the assumption (~x)o = O.
tThe first variation of the augmented functional J is computed by varying the functions x(t), u(t), 1t, while
holding the multipliers A(t),p(t), 11, Ji. unchanged.
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-[().+ - L - Mxaf.1X]l - [(A+ - Lf.1xh + [(A+ gx + t/J.xJlf.1xh, (49)
JP = ZJ: (x - qJf(.1X - qJ~.1x - qJ~.1u - qJ~.1n)dt + Zf S(S~.1x + S~.1u + SJ.1tr)dt
+2[MT(M~.1x + M~.1n)]l + 2[l/tT(lg.1x + l/t~.1n)h. (50)
Remark. For the purpose of this paper, (48}-(50) must be completed by the relation
K = J: .1uT.1u dt + .1nT.1tr, (51)
which measures the overall control and parameter change.
9. GRADIENT PHASE
Suppose that nominal functions x{t), u(t), n satisfying (25}-(27) are available. Let x{t),
u(t), if denote varied functions also satisfying (25H27). The varied functions are related to
the nominal functions by (42), where .1x(t), .1u(t), .1n denote the perturbations of x(t),
u(t), 1t about the nominal values.
To first order, the perturbations .1x(t), .1u(t), .1n must satisfy the linearized constraint
equations
.1x - qJ~.1x - qJ~.1u - qJ~.1n = 0, °~ t ~ 3, (52)
S~.1x + S~.1u + S~.1n = 0, °~ t s 3, (53)
and the linearized multipoint conditions
(.1x)o = 0, (M~.1x + M~.1n)l = 0, (l/t~.1x + l/t~.11th = O. (54)
9.1 Special variations. By inspection of (49), we see that (jJ can be made negative through
the following choice of the variations of the control and the parameter :
.1u = -rx(fu - qJuA' + pSu), 0 ~ t ~ 3, (55)
.1n = -rx [J: (f" - qJ"A + pS,,)dt + (M"a)l + (g" + l/t"Jlh]. (56)
where a denotes a positive scaling factor (gradient stepsize). The multipliers A(t), p(t), a, u
appearing in (55}-(56) must be consistent with the differential equation
I. = Ix - qJxA + pSx' 0 ~ t s 3, (57)
and the multipoint conditions
(58)
(59)
9.2 Descent property. When the variations defined by (55}-(58) are employed, the first
variation of the augmented functional (49) becomes
JJ = -rxQ ,
where Qis the error in the optimality conditions (39), which reduces to
Q = f N(fu - qJ,) + pSJ dt + N[f (f" - qJ"A + pS,,)dt + (M"a)t + (g" + l/t"JlhJ.
(60)
Since Q > 0, (59) shows that (jJ < 0. Hence, for a sufficiently small, the decrease in the
augmented functional J is guaranteed.
9.3 Additionalproperties. The variations defined by (52}-(58) have several additional prop-
erties, that is,
M = min for K = const.
C.A.M.W.A., Vol. I, No. 2-e
~P = 0,
M = bJ,
J2 p = 0,
(61)
(62)
(63)
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Equation (61)in combination with (59)shows that the descent property on the augmented
functional J implies a descent property on the functional I. Hence, for et. sufficiently small,
the decrease in the functional I is guaranteed.
Equations (62) in combination with the fact that, theoretically speaking, P = 0 at the
beginning of the gradient phase, imply that P = O(et.4 ) at the end of the gradient phase.
This is the same as stating that the errors to be expected in (25)-(27)at the end of the gradient
phase are of O(et.2 ) , where et. is the gradient stepsize.
Finally, equations (63) express the optimality property of the variations defined by
(55)-(58). These variations minimize the first variations M, given by (48), subject to the
linearized constraints (52)-(54) and the isoperimetric constraint (51) imposed on the
variations of the control and the parameter. The proof follows (i) by observing that this
auxiliary minimization problem is one of the Bolza type with an added isoperimetric
constraint on the variations of the control and the parameter and (ii) by employing the
standard optimality conditions of calculus of variations or optimal control theory[15-20].
9.4 Coordinate transformation. To simplify the problem, we introduce the auxiliary
variables A(t), B(t), C defined by (44),where A denotes an n-vector proportional to the state
change, B denotes an m-vector proportional to the control change, and e denotes a p-vector
proportional to the parameter change. With these variables, the linearized constraint
equations (52)-(54) become
A - (j);A - cp~B - (j);;C = 0,
S;A + S~B + s;;e = 0,
(A)o = 0,
The special variations (55)-(58) become
o~ t ~ 3,
o~ t ~ 3,
(l/J;A + l/J;;Ch = o.
(64)
(65)
(66)
B = - (fu - (j)).. + pSu), 0 ~ t ~ 3,
C = -[f u; - (j)"A + pS,,)dt + (M"O')l + (g" + l/J"flhJ
;, = fx - (j)xA + pSx' 0 ~ t ~ 3,
(A + gx + l/Jxflh = o.
For completeness, the descent property (59) is written as
bJ = -et.Q,
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
where Q is the error in the optimality conditions (60), which reduces to
Q = f BTB dt + ere. (72)
We note that the differential system (64)-(70) is linear and non-homogeneous in the functions
A(t), B(t), C and the multipliers A(t), p(t), 0', fl and can be solved without assigning a value
to the gradient stepsize o: The technique employed is the method of particular solutions
(see the Appendix of Ref.[1] and Refs.[21-·24]). Once the system (64)-(70) has been solved,
the selection of et. is done a posteriori in such a way that the descent requirement (46-2) is
enforced.
9.5 Gradient stepsize. With the functions A(t), B(t), C which satisfy (64)-(70), one can form
the one-parameter family of solutions (45) for which the functional (24), the augmented
functional (311 and the constraint error (38) are functions of the form
1 = l(et.), ] = ](et.), P = P(et.). (73)
Then, some one-dimensional search scheme must be employed, and o: must be selected in
such a way that the following inequality is satisfied:
](et.) < ](0), (74)
subject to
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(75)
where £3 is a small, preselected number. Satisfaction of (74) is guaranteed by the descent
property of the gradient phase. Satisfaction of (75) is desirable in order to limit the constraint
violation which is due to the use of the linearized constraint equations (52)-(54). A further
precaution must be taken: the gradient stepsize must be such that
(76)
where r(a) = r(O) for problems where r is fixed and r(a) # r(O) for problems where r is free.
In summary, the gradient stepsize must be chosen so that Ineqs, (74)-(76) are satisfied.
Should any violation occur, then a smaller value of a must be employed and can be ob-
tained, for example, with a bisection process, starting from a suitably chosen reference
stepsize a = ao (see the Appendix of Ref.[IJ).
10. RESTORA nON PHASE
At the end of the gradient phase, the varied functions i(t), Ii(t), it are known, and the varied
constraint error P can be computed with (38). In this connection, two possibilities arise:
either (i) Ineq. (41-1) is satisfied or (ii) Ineq. (41-1) is violated.
Case (i) occurs if the constraint equations (25)-(27) are linear or if they are non-linear
and the gradient stepsize is sufficiently small. In this case, the gradient phase is repeated by
employing as nominal functions x(t), u(t), n the varied functions i(t), Ii(t), it of the previous
gradient phase.
Case (ii) occurs if the constraint equations (25)-(27) are non-linear and the gradient step-
size is not so small. In this case, prior to repeating the gradient phase, a restoration phase
must be inserted in such a way that (a) the constraint error is reduced to a level compatible
with Ineq. (41-1) and (b) the descent property of the augmented functional is preserved.
While the gradient phase involves a single iteration, the restoration phase may involve
several iterations. This is due to the fact that the constraint equations (25)-(27) are con-
sidered only in linearized form in the restoration phase. For the first restorative iteration,
we employ as nominal functions the varied functions .x(t), Ii(t), ii of the previous gradient
iteration. For any subsequent restorative iteration, we employ as nominal functions the
varied functions i(t), Ii(t), it of the previous restorative iteration.
Now, consider the generic restorative iteration. Let x(t), u(t), n denote nominal functions
satisfying condition (27-1), and let i(t), Ii(t), it denote varied functions satisfying (25)-{27).
The varied functions are related to the nominal functions by (42), where Llx(t), Llu(t), Lln
denote the perturbations of x(t), u(t), n about the nominal values.
To first order, the perturbations Llx(t), Llu(t), Lln must satisfy the linearized constraint
equations
Llx - (,O~Llx - (,O~Llu - (,O;Lln + a(x - (,0) = 0,
S;Llx + S~Llu + S;Lln + as = 0,
and the linearized multipoint conditions
°~ t ~ 3,
°~ t ~ 3,
(77)
(78)
(l/l~Llx + l/l;Lln + al/lh = 0, (79)
where a denotes a scaling factor (restoration stepsize) in the range
O~a~1. (80)
Its function is to prevent the forcing terms in (77)-(79) from generating variations which are
too large for the linearized assumptions to hold.
10.1 Descent property. When the variations defined by (77)-(79) are employed, the first
variation of the constraint error (50) becomes
bP = -2aP, (81)
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where P denotes the constraint error (38). Since P > 0, (81) shows that bP < O. Hence, for
IY. sufficiently small, the decrease in the constraint error P is guaranteed.
10.2 Special variations. Since (77)-(79) admit an infinite number of solutions, the restora-
tion algorithm is not uniquely defined, unless some additional requirement is introduced.
This added requirement is that the restoration be accomplished- with the least-square
change of the control and the parameter. Hence, we seek the minimum of the quadratic
functional (51) with respect to the state change .1x(t), the control change .1u(t), and the
parameter change .1n which satisfy the linearized constraints (77)--(78) and the linearized
multipoint conditions (79).
From calculus of variations or optimal control theory, it is known that the previous
problem is one of the Bolza type[15-20]. The solution minimizing (51) subject to (77)--(79)
must satisfy the following optimality conditions for the variations of the control and the
parameter:
Su = lY.(cp). - pSu)' O:'S: t :'S: 3, (82)
(83)
.1n = a[f (cp"A - pS,,)dt - (M"O')l - (t/!"J-lh}
The multipliers A(t), pet), a, J-l appearing in (82) and (83) must be consistent with the differ-
ential equation
I, = -cp). + pSx'
and the multipoint conditions
o :'S: t :'S: 3, (84)
(A + t/!xJ-lh = o. (85)
10.3 Coordinate transformation. To simplify the problem, we introduce the auxiliary
variables A(t), B(t), C defined by (44), where A denotes an n-vector proportional to the
state change, B denotes an m-vector proportional to the control change, and C denotes a
p-vector proportional to the parameter change. With these variables, the linearized con-
straint equations (77)--(79) become
A- cp~A - cp~B - cp;:C + (x - cp) = 0, O:'S: t :'S: 3, (86)
(A)o = 0,
S~A + S~B + S;:C + S = 0, °S; t S; 3, (87)
(88)
The special variations (82)--(85) become
B = CPuA - pSu' 0 S; t S; 3,
C = f (cp"A - pS,,)dt - (M"O')l - (t/!"J-lh,
(89)
(90)
oS; t :'S: 3, (91)
(92)
We note that the differential system (86)--(92) is linear and non-homogeneous in the functions
A(t), B(t), C and the multipliers A(t), pet), a, J-l and can be solved without assigning a value to
the restoration stepsize IY.. The technique employed is the method of particular solutions
(see the Appendix of Ref.[l] and Refs.[21-24]). Once the system (86)--(92) has been solved,
the selection of IY. is done a posteriori in such a way that the descent requirement (46-3) is
enforced.
lOA Restoration stepsize. With the functions A(t), B(t), C which satisfy (86)--(92), one can
form the one-parameter family of solutions (45) for which the constraint error (38) is a
function of the form
P = P(rx). (93)
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Then, some one-dimensional search scheme must be employed, and IX must be selected in
such a way that the following inequality is satisfied:
P(IX) < p(O). (94)
A further precaution must be taken: the restoration stepsize must be such that
o ~ 01(1X) ~ 02(1X) s r(IX), (95)
where r(lX) = r(O) for problems where r is fixed and r(lX) =1= r(O) for problems where r is free.
In summary, the restoration stepsize must be chosen so that Ineqs. (94) and (95) are
satisfied. Should any violation occur, then a smaller value of IX must be employed and can
be obtained. for example, with a bisection process, starting from IX = 1.
10.5 Iterative procedure. The basic property of the restoration algorithm is that, in any
given iteration, it guarantees satisfaction of Ineq. (46-3). However, there is no guarantee
that, after one iteration, Ineq. (41-1)is satisfied. This being the case, the restoration algorithm
must be employed iteratively until Ineq. (41-1) is satisfied. At this point, the gradient phase
can be repeated.
10.6 Stability considerations. Let I denote the value of the functional (24) at the beginning
of the gradient phase, let Tdenote the value of (24) at the end of the gradient phase or
beginning of the restoration phase, and let j denote the value of (24) at the end of the
restoration phase. Note that I and i are not comparable, since the constraints are not
satisfied to the same accuracy. On the other hand, I and j are comparable, since the con-
straints are satisfied to the same accuracy.
To give stability to the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm, one must require
satisfaction of the inequality
(96)
and proceed as follows. If Ineq . (96) is satisfied, the next gradient phase is started. If Ineq .
(96)is violated, one returns to the previous gradient phase and reduces the gradient stepsize*
until , after restoration, Ineq. (96) is satisfied.
That the above procedure leads to satisfaction of Ineq. (96) is guaranteed by the fact that,
if IXg is the gradient stepsize and IX, is the restoration stepsize, the gradient corrections are of
O(O:g) and the restoration corrections are of 0(0:,0:;). Hence, if the gradient stepsize is suffi-
ciently small, one can enforce not only Ineq. (46-2), but also Ineq. (96). Thus, the restoration
phase preserves the descent property of the gradient phase.
11. S UMMARY OF THE SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM
This algorithm includes cycles, composed of a gradient phase and a restoration phase.
The objective of each cycle is to decrease the functional I to a level compatible with Ineq.
(96), while the constraints are satisfied to the predetermined accuracy (41-1).
11.1 Gradient phase. This phase involves a single iteration, and its objective is to decrease
the augmented functional J to a level compatible with Ineq. (46-2),while the constraints are
satisfied to first order. This single gradient iteration can be summarized as follows.
(a) Assume nominal functions x(t), u(t), 1t which satisfy the constraints (25)-{27) within
the preselected accuracy (41-1).
(b) For the nominal functions, compute the vectors Ix, Iu ' I", the matrices qJx, qJu, qJ" ,
and the vectors Sx' Su ' S" along the intervals of integration. At the corner point t = 1,
evaluate the matrices Mx ' M". At the final point t = 3, evaluate the vectors gx' g" and the
matrices l/Jx,l/J".
(c) Solve the linear, multipoint boundary-value problem (64)-{70) with the method of
particular solutions (see the Appendix of Ref.[l)). Obtain the functions A(t ), B(t) , C and the
multipliers A(t), p(t), a, 11.
• For example , one can use a bisection process.
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(d) Using the functions in (c), compute the gradient stepsize by a one-dimensional search
on the augmented functional ](rx). To this effect, perform a bisection process on c, starting
from a suitably chosen reference stepsize rx = rxo (see the Appendix of Ref.[IJ), until Ineqs.
(74H76) are satisfied.
(e) Once the gradient stepsize is known, compute the corrections ilx(t), ilu(t), iln using
(44). Then, obtain the varied functions x(t), iiU), ii using (42).
11.2 Restoration phase. This phase involves one or several iterations, and its objective is to
reduce the constraint error to a level compatible with Ineq. (41-1). Within a single iteration,
the objective is to decrease the constraint error to a level compatible with Ineq. (46-3),
while the constraints are satisfied to first order.
The nominal functions x(t), u(t), n are chosen as follows: (i) for the first restorative
iteration, the nominal functions are identical with the varied functions x(t), ii(t), ir of the
previous gradient iteration; (ii) for any subsequent restorative iteration, the nominal
functions are identical with the varied functions x(t), ii(t), ir of the previous restorative
iteration. With this understanding, the generic restorative iteration can be summarized as
follows.
(a) Assume nominal functions x(t), u(t), n which satisfy the condition (27-1).
(b) For the nominal functions, compute the vector x- tp, the matrices <{>x' <{>U' <{>", the
scalar quantity S, and the vectors Sx' Su' S" along the intervals of integration. At the corner
point t = 1, evaluate the vector M and the matrices M x' M". At the final point t = 3,
evaluate the vector l/J and the matrices l/Jx' l/J".
(c) Solve the linear, multipoint boundary-value problem (86)-(92) with the method of
particular solutions (see the Appendix of Ref.[IJ). Obtain the functions A(t), B(t), C and
the multipliers A(t), p(t), (Y, 11.
(d) Using the functions in (c), compute the restoration stepsize by a one-dimensional
search on the constraint error P(rx). To this effect, perform a bisection process on o; starting
from rx = 1, until Ineqs. (94) and (95) are satisfied.
(e) Once the restoration stepsize is known, compute the corrections ilx(t), ilu(t), iln
using (44). Then, obtain the varied functions x(t), ii(t), ir using (42).
(f) Verify whether the varied functions x(t), ii(t), ir satisfy Ineq. (41-1). If this is the case, the
restoration phase is completed. Ifnot, return to (a),and repeat steps (b) through (e).Continue
the process until varied functions satisfying Ineq. (41-1) are found.
(g) After the restoration phase is completed, verify whether Ineq. (96) is satisfied, where
I and j denote functionals evaluated at the beginning and at the end of a gradient-restoration
cycle. If this is the case, start the next cycle of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm.
If not, return to the previous gradient phase and reduce the gradient stepsize (for example,
using a bisection process) until, after restoration, Ineq. (96) is satisfied.
11.3 Remarks. In this section, special conditions relevant to the computer implementation
of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm are presented.
Starting condition. The present algorithm can be started with nominal functions x(t), u(t),
n satisfying condition (27-1) and violating conditions (25), (26), (27-2) and (27-3). If Ineq.
(41-1) is satisfied, the algorithm starts with a gradient phase. If Ineq. (41-1) is violated, the
algorithm starts with a restoration phase.
Bypassing condition. At the end of the gradient phase of any cycle, the constraint error
must be computed. If Ineq. (41-1) is satisfied, the restoration phase is bypassed, and the
next cycle of the algorithm is started.
Stopping condition. The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm terminates whenever
Ineqs. (41-1) and (41-2) are satisfied simultaneously. These inequalities must be verified
at the beginning (or at the end) of each cycle of the algorithm.
12. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
In order to evaluate the theory, five numerical examples were solved. However, in the
interest of brevity, only one is given here.* The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm
*Four additional examples can be found in Ref.[2].
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was programmed in FORTRAN IV, and the numerical results were obtained in double-
precision arithmetic. The computations were performed at Rice University using an
IBM 370/155 computer.
The interval of integration was divided into 60 steps, that is, 20 steps for each of the three
subintervals
o :::; t :::; 1, 1 :::; t :::; 2, 2 :::; t :::; 3. (97)
The differential systems were integrated using Hamming's modified predictor-corrector
method with a special Runge-Kutta procedure to start the integration routine[25]. The
definite integrals I, J, P, Q, were computed using a modified Simpson's rule.
For both the gradient phase and the restoration phase, the linear multipoint boundary-
value problem was solved employing the method of particular solutions[21-24].
Gradient phase. As stated before, the gradient phase involves a single iteration. Within
this single iteration, the gradient stepsize was determined by a one-dimensional search on
the augmented functional ](a). A bisection process, starting from the reference stepsize
a = ao, was employed (see Appendix of Ref.[IJ), until the following inequalities were
satisfied:
](a) < ](0),
P(a) :::; 1,
o :::; (}t(a) :::; (}2(a) :::; i(a).
(98-1 )
(98-2)
(98-3)
Restoration phase. The restoration phase involves one or several iterations. Within a
single iteration, the restoration stepsize was determined by a one-dimensional search on the
constraint error P(a). A bisection process, starting from the reference stepsize a = 1, was
employed, until the following inequalities were satisfied:
P(a) < P(O),
0:::; (}t(a) :::; (}2(a) :::; i(a).
(99-1 )
(99-2)
The restoration algorithm was employed iteratively, and the restoration phase was com-
pleted when the following inequality was satisfied:
(100)
Gradient-restoration cycle. After the restoration phase was completed, the further
inequality
I < I (101)
was verified, where I and I denote functionals evaluated at the beginning and at the end of a
gradient-restoration cycle. In the affirmative case, the next cycle of the algorithm was started.
In the negative case, the gradient stepsize was bisected as many time as needed until, after
restoration, Ineq. (101) was satisfied. At this point, the next cycle was started.
Convergence. The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm was terminated when a
solution consistent with the inequalities
(102)
was found. Both the constraint error P and the error in the optimality conditions Qwere
evaluated at the beginning (or at the end) of each cycle of the algorithm. In particular, the
functional Qwas computed employing the multipliers associated with the gradient phase.
Nonconvergence. The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm was programmed to
stop whenever the following inequalities were satisfied:
or
(a) N > 50,
(b) n,» 10,
(103-1)
(103-2)
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(103-3)
Here, N is the iteration number, N, is the number of bisections of the stepsize (X required to
satisfy Ineqs. (98) or (99), and M is the modulus of any of the quantities employed in the
algorithm. Satisfaction of Ineq. (103-1) indicates divergence or extreme slowness of con-
vergence; satisfaction of Ineq. (103-2) indicates extreme smallness of the displacements ;
and satisfaction of Ineq. (103-3) indicates exponential overflow.
13. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the problem of minimizing the functional*
1= r, (104)
with respect to the state x(8), y(l1) and the control u(l1) which satisfy the differential constraints
dx/dl1 = u, dy/dB = u2 - x2, (105)
the state inequality constraint of the first order
and the boundary conditions
L == 0-4 - y ~ O. (106)
x(O) = 0,
x(r) = 1,
y(O) = 0,
y(r) = O.
(107)
(108)
Auxiliary variables. In order to ensure satisfaction of the state inequality constraint over
the interval 0 ~ 11 ~ r, we introduce the auxiliary state variable z(B) defined by
0-4 - y - Z2 = 0 (109)
and replace Ineq. (106) with (109). Next , we compute the time derivative of (109), discard
(109), and replace it with the non-differential constraint
the differential constraint
I
and the initial condition
s == x 2 - u2 - 2zv = O.
dz/dl1 = v,
z(O) = ± .)(0·4).
(110)
(111)
(112)
(113)
(114)
In (1111 the symbol v(8) denotes an auxiliary control variable.
Remark. The solution obtained bypassing Ineq. (106) is given in Ref.[26] and violates
Ineq. (106) over the central 40 per cent of the trajectory. This being the case, we postulate
that the extremal arc includes three subarcs, specifically,
0·4 - y ~ 0, 0 ~ 11 s 111 and 82 ~ 8 ~ r,
0·4- y=0, 111~O~112'
While condition (113) can be enforced through (110}-(112), enforcement of condition (114)
requires the satisfaction of the supplementary relations
v = 0,
and
(115)
(116)
*The symbols employed in this section denote scalar quantities.
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Time normalization. In order to convert this problem to the model (24)-(27), we introduce
the normalized time t, defined in such a way that the length ofeach of the subarcs composing
the extremal arc is ~t = 1. Therefore,
0= O,t,
o= 0, + (02 - O,)(t - 1),
8 = 82 + (r - 82 )(t - 2),
0$ t s 1,
1 s t s 2,
2$t$3.
(117-1)
(117-2)
(117-3)
When the normalized time is employed, problem (104)-(108) can be reformulated as that
of minimizing the functional
1= r, (118)
(119)
(120)
(121)
t s r s z,
2 s t ~ 3,
°~ t s 1,
i = 0,
with respect to the state x(t), y(t), z(t), the control u(t), v(t), and the parameter components
8" 82 , r which satisfy the differential constraints
x = O,u, y = 8,(u 2 - x 2 ) ,
X = (82 - 8,)u, Y = (82 - 8,)(u 2 - x 2 ),
X = (r - 82 )u, Y= (r - 82 )(U2 - x 2 ) ,
the non-differential constraints
x2 - u2 - 2zv = 0,
x2 - u2 = 0,
x2 - u2 - 2zv = 0,
and the multipoint conditions
o~ t ~ 1,
i s r s ;
2 ~ t s 3,
(122-1)
(122-2)
(122-3)
x(o) = 0,
z(l ) = 0,
x(3) = 1,
y(O) = 0,
y(3) = 0.
z(O) = v!(OA), (123)
(124)
(125)
In this problem,
n = 3, m = 2, p = 3, k = 1, q = 2. (126)
Since n + p + k + 1 = 8, eight particular solutions are needed for each gradient iteration
and each restorative iteration.
We assume the nominal state
x = t/3,
x = t/3,
x = t/3,
y = OAt, z = v!(0·4)(1 - t),
y = 0·4, z = 0,
y = 004(3 - t), z = v!(0·4)(t - 2),
o~ t s 1,
1 s t s 2,
2 s t ~ 3,
(127)
(128)
(129)
the nominal control
u = 1/3,
u = t/3,
u = 2/3,
v = -1,
v = 0,
v = 1,
0$ t s 1,
l~t~2,
2 ~ t s 3,
(130)
(131)
(132)
and the nominal parameter components
r = n/2. (133)
We observe that these nominal functions (labelled N, = 0) are consistent with the multi-
point conditions (123)-(125) but violate the constraints (119)-(122). Since these nominal
functions do not constitute a feasible solution, the algorithm starts with a restoration
phase. This restoration phase includes N. = 4 iterations and leads to new nominal functions
(labelled N c = 1)consistent with the constraints (119)-(125) within the preselected accuracy
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Table I. Results for the example
N, Ng N,
--~-----
0
I 0 4
2 I I
Table 2. Results for the example
o
I
2
1·5707
1·5854
1·5828
p
0·86 E + 00
0·54 E - 13
0·32 E - 10
Q
0·29 E - 02
0·99 E - 04
(102-1). Next, the algorithm is employed cyclically until a solution consistent with Ineqs.
(102) is found. This situation arises for N, = 2, that is, at the end of the second cycle of the
algorithm.
The numerical results are presented in Tables 1-5. Table 1 shows the number of gradient
iterations per cycle Ng and the number of restorative iterations per cycle N, versus the
cycle number Nc' Clearly, the total number of iterations for convergence is
N. = 1 + 5 = 6. (134)
Table 2 shows the functional I, the constraint error P, and the error in the optimality
conditions Qvs the cycle number Nco Note that the minimum value of the functional for
the constrained minimization problem is I = 1·5828. As expected, this value is higher than
the minimum value of the functional for the unconstrained minimization problem I =
1·5707[26]. Table S shows the actual entrance time 81 , the actual exit time 82 , and the actual
final time r vs the cycle number Nc• Finally, Tables 4 and 5 show the functions x(t), y(t),
z(t), u(t), v(t) for the optimal solution N, = 2.
Table 3. Results for the example
N, 01 O2 t
0 0·5235 1·0471 1·5707
I 0·8172 0·9182 1·5854
2 0·7832 0·9127 1·5828
Table 4. Converged solution for the example (N, = 2)
x y z
0·0 0·0000 0·0000 0·6324
0·2 0·1394 0·1231 0·5261
0·4 0·2733 0·2307 0·4114
0·6 0·4013 0·3171 0·2879
0·8 0·5224 0·3771 0·1513
1·0 0·6310 0·4000 0·0000
1·0 0·6310 0·4000 0·0000
1·2 0·6475 0·4000 0·0000
1·4 0·6645 OAOOO 0·0000
1·6 0·6820 0·4000 0·0000
1·8 0·6999 0·4000 0·0000
2·0 0·7182 0-4000 0·0000
2·0 0·7182 0·4000 0·0000
2.2 0·8071 0·3808 0·1385
2·4 0·8801 0·3249 0·2739
2·6 0·9367 0·2380 0·4024
2·8 0·9771 0·1272 0·5222
JO 1·0000 0·0000 0·6324
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Table 5. Converged solut ion for the example (N, = 2)
u v
0·0 Q.9031 - 0·6447
0·2 0·8741 - 0·7076
0·4 0·8355 - 0·7575
0·6 0·7975 -0·8248
0·8 0·7430 -0·9224
1·0 0·6310 - 0·9980
1·0 0·6310 0·0000
\·2 0·6475 0·0000
]-4 0·6645 0·0000
1·6 0·6820 0·0000
1·& 0·6999 0·0000
2·0 0·7182 0·0000
2·0 0·7182 1·0364
2·2 0·6058 1·0267
2·4 0·4827 0·9887
2·6 0·3622 0·9271
2·& 0·2390 0·8595
3-0 0·0984 0·7829
0\ = 0·7832, O2 = 0·9127, T = 1·5828
14. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper, the numerical solution of optimal control problems involving a state
inequality constraint is considered.
The technique emplo yed is of the hybrid type, in an attempt to combine some of the best
features of the indirect approach[3-5] and the direct approach [6-13]. While a prede ter-
mined number and sequence of subarcs are assumed (a feature of direct methods), enforce-
ment of the state inequality constraint is obtained through a Valentine-type representation
(a feature of indirect methods).
By properly choosing the anal ytical form of certain non-differential constraints to be
satisfied by the augmented control along each subarc composing the extremal arc (these
nondifferential constraints are arrived at through the Valent ine-type transformation), one
ensures satisfaction of the state inequality constraint everywhere. Specifically, strict
inequality is enforced for the subarcs internal to the state boundary and strict equality is
enforced for the subarcs lying on the state boundary.
The algorithm developed belongs to the class of sequential gradient-restorat ion algor-
ithm s, defined by Miele et al.[14]. The approach taken is a sequence of two-phase processes
or cycles, each composed of a gradient phase and a restoration phase. The grad ient phase
involves a single iterat ion and is designed to decrease the functional , while the constrain ts
are satisfied to first order. The restoration phase involves one or several iterations and is
designed to restore the constraints to a predetermined accuracy, while the norm of the
variat ions of the control and the parameter is minimized.
The principal property of the algorithm is that it produces a sequence of feasible sub-
optimal solutions ; the functions x(t), u(t), 1t obtained at the end of each cycle satisfy the
constraints to a predetermined accuracy. Therefore, the functionals of any two elements of
the sequence are comparable.
The numerical examples illustrating the theory demonstrate the feasibility as well as the
rapidity of convergence of the technique developed in th is paper.
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